ELLION NAMED “FAMILY FAVORITE” FOR THE FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR

Manchester, NH: Elliot Heath System has been selected by the readers of Parenting New Hampshire as a “Family Favorite” award recipient for the categories of:

- Favorite Hospital/Medical Center - Elliot Hospital
- Favorite Birthing Center - Maternity Center at Elliot Hospital
- Favorite Urgent/Immediate Care Center - Elliot Urgent Care at River’s Edge
- Favorite Pediatrician - Pediatric Health Associates

“We are honored to be selected by the community for the fifth consecutive year in such a wide variety of healthcare services,” said James Woodward, President & CEO, Elliot Health System. “We want to thank the people who gave us this vote of confidence and for sharing your positive feedback with us through this award. It continues to be our honor to serve the community with the highest quality healthcare, both in the hospital, and out in our physician practices,” added Woodward.

The Family Favorite is an award program that recognizes family-friendly businesses, services and places in almost 50 categories – as chosen by the readers of Parenting New Hampshire magazine. Categories include Favorite Hospital, Family Restaurant, Shopping, Activities & Learning, and Family Services.

“The Family Favorites’ award program recognizes those places, people and things that make New Hampshire a great place to raise a family,” said Melanie Hitchcock, editor of Parenting New Hampshire. “Whether it is at child care center, the library or the playground, parents give each other advice on what and who is the best. The Family Favorites contest gives them the opportunity to share that information with a wider public.”

About Elliot Health System - Elliot Health System is a non-profit organization serving the healthcare needs of the community since 1890. The largest provider of comprehensive healthcare services in Southern New Hampshire, Elliot Hospital, a 296-bed acute care facility and the first community hospital in the state, serves as the cornerstone of the health system. Elliot is home to Manchester’s designated Regional Trauma Center, Elliot Breast Health Center, Elliot Urgent Care, a Level 3 Newborn Intensive Care Unit, Elliot Physician Network, Elliot Regional Cancer Center, the Elliot Senior Health Center, Visiting Nurse Association of Manchester and Southern New Hampshire, Elliot Memory & Mobility Center, NH Arthritis Center, Elliot at River’s Edge and New Hampshire’s Hospital for Children. For more information about any of Elliot’s services, visit www.elliothospital.org.